GEL 1010

Discover Your World!

Geology is the scientific study of Planet Earth. Some geologic processes, such as earthquakes, tsunami, or volcanic eruptions, change the world with catastrophic consequences. Others, like erosion or mountain building can progress so slowly that their results are scarcely noticeable over a human lifetime. As Earth’s human population approaches 7 billion, human activities are competing with natural processes to shape the climate and inhabitability of our planet. Learn more about these planetary changes in GEL 1010.

You should take GEL 1010 if...

(1) You have a natural curiosity or sense of wonder about the world around you.
(2) You want to participate in societal, political, and economic decision-making that influences the stewardship of the Earth.
(3) You are interested in majoring in Geology or Environmental Science.
(4) You need to fulfill your Physical Science and/or Laboratory University Gen Ed Requirements.

I loved the convenient drop-in hours for the lab!

And the TA's were really friendly and helpful!

It's offered every Semester!

What a great way to fulfill my Gen Ed Physical Science requirement!

Learn more at: www.clas.wayne.edu/Geology/ and www.clas.wayne.edu/ESP/